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of subjects. It is straightforward and broken 
into easily digestible segments, with each 
query followed by Vaynerchuk’s response. 
His advice is frank, practical, and uncom-
promising, though encouraging. The book 
is largely focused on entrepreneurship, par-
ticularly what Vaynerchuk has learned from 
“hustling” and adapting to changing social 
media platforms. Very specific to his experi-
ences or the question posed, the narrative 
is highly autobiographical. The inquiries 
are divided into topics, including standards 
that could be found in any business book, 
such as leadership, management, starting 
up, and marketing. Others are Vaynerchuk’s 
thoughts on a host of other matters—educa-
tion, family life, gratitude—and any other 
question that came his way. VERDICT The 
book’s strength is Vaynerchuk’s strong voice, 
and his insights into becoming a self-made 
entrepreneur. Readers interested in business 
will find those sections absorbing and infor-
mative, and fans of the man himself will en-
joy the other content.—Laurel Tacoma, Strayer 
Univ. Lib.,  Washington, DC


EDUCaTIon
Goyal, nikhil. Schools on Trial: How Freedom 
and Creativity Can Fix our Educational 
Malpractice. Doubleday. 2016. 320p. notes. 
bibliog. index. ISBn 9780385540124. 
$26.95; ebk. ISBn 9780385540131. ED
Journalist Goyal offers a scathing review 
of modern education. Comparing schools 
with prison camps, the author contends that 
the controlling and inhumane structures 
of schooling have crushed children’s spir-
its and led to the rise of ills such as bully-
ing. Using his own experience and applying 
nontraditional models, Goyal advocates for 
an open, democratic, progressive form of 
education. At the heart of his paradigm is 
the understanding that children learn best 
through play, unfettered exploration, cre-
ativity, and freedom. Throughout, the criti-
cisms leveled against public education are 
overtly harsh, yet within them lie grains of 
essential truth. Goyal wants to make clear 
the dark underbelly of education, but his 
arguments often lack the depth and full con-
text needed to show the genuine complex-
ity of the problem. In the end, his assertions 
also fail to illustrate how alternative systems 
produce practical change. Goyal’s accounts 
are illuminating; however, other titles such 
as Ken Robinson and Lou Aronica’s Creative 
Schools and Tony Wagner’s Creating Innovators 
offer an evenhanded approach that is more 
convincing. VERDICT For readers seeking an 
emotional appeal for education reform in 
an intimate, journalistic style, who are then 
willing to go elsewhere for greater context. 
[See Prepub Alert, 8/31/15.]—Rachel  Wadham, 
Brigham Young Univ. Libs., Provo, UT


Morris, Monique W. Pushout: The 
Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools. new  
Pr. Mar. 2016. 288p. ISBn 9781620970942. 
$26.95; ebk. ISBn 9781620971208. ED
Let’s face it—for a large portion of our 
18-and-under population, school is not 
the place they’d choose to be. While most 
kids do still attend, a number drop out. As 
 Morris (cofounder, National Black  Women’s 
 Justice Inst.; Black Stats) writes, school can 
be a hostile environment, especially for 
black girls, where cultural differences and 
racial and gender biases can cause other stu-
dents, teachers, and administrators to misin-
terpret normal behavior or calls for help as 
causing trouble. Those students who decide 
to stop going to class can find themselves 
immersed in unhealthy practices and situ-
ations. African American female dropouts 
are among the most vulnerable, as they can 
be led into prostitution, drug addiction, and 
criminal behavior, and eventually wind up 
in juvenile facilities where they are exposed 
to that system’s version of education, in 
which little learning may actually take place. 
Having had the same experiences as the 
youth she interviewed for her book, Morris 
provides sensible solutions to some of the 
problems she describes, arguing that educa-
tors must abandon their stereotypical views 
of young black women, and instructors at 
juvenile facilities must want the best for their 
students. VERDICT Educators,  particularly 
those who teach this demog raphic, 
would do well to give this a quick read.— 
Terry Christner, Hutchinson P.L., KS


HISToRY
anderson, Carol. White Rage:  
The Unspoken Truth of our Racial Divide. 
Bloomsbury Pr. May 2016. 256p. notes.  
ISBn 9781632864123. $26. HIST
Fitting together historical flash points from 
the aftermath of the Civil War to the cur-
rent Black Lives Matter movement, historian 
Anderson (African American studies, Emory 
Univ.; Bourgeois Radicals) displays how public 
policies have systematically discarded all at-
tempts at a colorblind U.S. democracy. The 
author shows how whites have passionately 
refused to budge from positions of privi-
lege, thwarting at every turn black advances 
toward equal rights and economic opportu-
nity. Indeed, she illustrates how white rage 
has persistently undercut progress among 
African Americans. For example, by closing 
down public schools and then abandoning 
public education systems, she notes, white 
reaction sabotaged the Supreme Court’s 
1954 Brown v. Board of Education mandate 
for equal rather than separate public educa-
tion. The author further exposes white rage 
as national; not regional, as she recounts 
 Northern and Midwestern opposition to the 


Great Migration of the 1900s and describes 
mass black incarceration, decimated central 
cities, defunded and dysfunctional institu-
tions, and even the vitriol heaped on Presi-
dent Barack Obama. VERDICT Anderson’s 
mosaic of white outrage deserves contem-
plation by anyone interested in understand-
ing U.S. race relations, past and present.— 
Thomas J. Davis, arizona State Univ., Tempe


Delmont, Matthew F. Why Busing Failed: 
Race, Media, and the national Resistance 
to School Desegregation. Univ. of California. 
Mar. 2016. 304p. illus. notes. index.  
ISBn 9780520284241. $65; pap.  
ISBn 9780520284258. $29.95. HIST
Busing students as a way to promote school 
desegregation was among the most divi-
sive civil rights issues in the decades follow-
ing Brown v. Board of Education (1954). In 
this work, Delmont (history, Arizona State 
Univ., The Nicest Kids in Town) applies oral 
histories, governmental reports, and news 
coverage to demonstrate how this response 
to the Supreme Court decision was des-
tined not only to fail but was also used to 
change Americans’ understanding of deseg-
regation. Delmont argues that forced bus-
ing allowed politicians, school districts, and 
white communities to alter the discussion 
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